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STRATEGY
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Midterm Exam

Answer each question on a separate sheet of paper. Good luck!

1. [15 minutes; 4 points] A former student of this course said that:

“Selling differentiated products guarantees that a firm will make a profit.”

State whether this statement is true or false and justify your conclusion while writing at
most 10 lines (graphs do not count towards the ten lines).

2. [15 minutes; 4 points] Joe Theory, the best student in his class, has said that:

“The Herfindahl-Hirschman index can never equal 1 (or 10,000) when there are
at least two active firms. Hence, the Herfindahl-Hirschman index equals 1 (or
10,000) if and only if the market is a monopoly.”

Classify this statement as true and supply a proof, or false and supply a counterexample,
while writing at most 10 lines (graphs do not count towards the ten lines).

3. [45 minutes; 6 points] Small towns often supply water to their inhabitants by storing it in
a water tower. This is basically a reservoir atop a tower such that gravity provides the pres-
sure necessary for the water to flow (through pipes) to consumers’ houses and businesses.
The reservoir is either a perfect sphere or approximately a sphere. A sphere’s surface area,
A, equals 4⇡r 2, and its volume, V , equals 4

3 ⇡r 3, where r is the radius of the sphere.

(i) How many water towers do you expect to see in a small town? Answer clearly and
quantitatively.

(ii) And in a big town? Answer clearly and qualitatively.

4. [45 minutes; 6 points] The owner and single worker of a small store reached the retirement
age and considered closing the shop (selling it was not an option). Instead, he has decided to
hire an employee to replace him. The employee’s monthly effort, denoted e, determines the
shop’s monthly surplus, S, which equals the shop’s monthly revenue minus all costs other
than the employee’s monthly wage, w. Hence, the shop’s profit, ⇡ , equals its surplus, S,
minus the employee’s wage, w.

The employee’s effort affects the shop’s revenue and costs. As a result, the shop’s
monthly surplus is related to the employee’s monthly effort as follows: S = 2e. The em-
ployee’s payoff equals its salary, w, minus the physical and psychological cost of monthly
effort, C (e) = 1

10 e2. The employee is paid a fixed wage w = 20. However, if the store ever
makes a negative profit, it will go bankrupt, in which case the owner will not pay the em-
ployee its last monthly salary. The employee’s best alternative employment opportunity is
worth 10.
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(i) What is the monthly level of effort supplied by the employee?

(ii) And the store’s surplus?

(iii) And its profit?

Suppose now that, in case of bankruptcy, the employee’s last monthly salary, though not
paid by the store, is instead paid by a state insurance scheme.

(iv) What is the monthly level of effort supplied by the employee? Quantify.

(v) Will the store survive under this new situation? Explain.

Suppose that there is no state insurance scheme. Assume instead that the owner decides to
offer a franchisee contract to the employee whereby the latter has to pay a fixed franchise
fee, F , to operate the store, but gets to keep its entire surplus, S.

(vi) What is the monthly level of effort supplied by the employee/franchisee?

(vii) What is the maximum franchise fee, F , that the owner can charge?
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